
PRICE LIST 
for the fine-art bride



 
Bridal Bouquet  

Extra Large $250
Large $220

Medium $180
Small $150

Bridesmaid Bouquets 
Extra Large $200

Large $180
Medium $150

Small $130

Buttonholes 
$20

Flower Crowns  
Bride- Full $135,  Half $110

Bridesmaid- Full $110,  Half $85
Flower girl- Full $90, Half $65

Corsages  
Wrist $40 
Pin-on $30

Flower combs  
$40 

(If the arrangements are just flowers with no greenery, I add an extra 15% to the price) 

THE BRIDAL PARTY 



 

Arbour 
Full $1,000- $1,500 ($600 just greenery) 
Half $600- $1,000 ($400 just greenery)

Row on top $300-$500 ($200 just greenery) 
Small bunch on corner $250-$450 ($150 just greenery)

2 small corner bunches $500-$800 ($400 just greenery) 
1 large corner bunch $400-$600 ($300 just greenery)

Pew ends 
Bunch tied to pew ends $30-$50 ($20 just greenery)

Bunch in jars tied to pew ends $50-80 ($30 just greenery)
Ground arrangements $100-$300 ($60 just greenery)

 

Altar arrangements 
Small  $200

Medium $300
Large $500

Wall Vines 
$400- $600

Door 
With just greenery $400

With flowers & greenery $600

Signing Table 
Small $30, Medium $50, Large $70 ($10 less if just greenery) 

THE CEREMONY



Table Centrepieces  
Small $60-$80 (Just greenery $40) 

Medium $150-$200 (Just greenery $80) 
Large $200-$350 (Just greenery $120)

Wooden box $150-$250 (Just greenery $70)
Jars $30-$50 each (Just greenery $20)

Tall $70-$150 (Just greenery $70)

Garlands  
greenery $80/m 

greenery & flowers $135/m

Laying Foliage across Tables  
greenery $50/m

greenery & flowers $85/m 

Signage decoration 
$50-$70 each

Hanging Installations 
greenery $250/m

greenery & flowers $400/m

Installation rigging  
Specific to installation

THE RECEPTION



Sourcing Fee  
$100  

This is for sourcing through one local suppliers only.  We choose only the flowers available from them 
that week. This means that sometimes types of flowers won't be a available, depending on the season, 

so I cannot guarantee "types" of flowers, but we will try to get colours as close as 
possible to your vision (excluding blush, dusty pinks, mochas etc)

$400  
This is the most expensive option, but some brides choose to go this way to have more of a 

guarantee on quality and exact colours & types of flowers.  This option allows us to source from 
several different suppliers if we need to, to get what you are after.  Again, we cannot guarantee types 

of flowers, as this method still relies on farmers to be harvesting particular flowers at a particular time, 
however, with this method we are more likely to get exactly what you are after.  The flowers in this 
option are usually freighted from Melbourne, which means the flowers are the best in Australia & 

there is so much more variety to choose from.

Delivery  
$50  

Per car, per delivery location under 30km away. (addition km priced @ 3.00 per km)
Free Pick Up 

Labour 
$25 per worker/ Per hour (including travel time) 

under $2,500 flowers = 1 worker 
under $3,500 flowers  = 2 workers
Under $4,500 flowers = 3 workers 
under $5,500 flowers = 4 workers 
$10,000 flowers = 6-10 workers

Bump out - $100 extra  
$300 (for weddings over $3,000 or with installations) 

OTHER COSTS


